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QUESTION 1

A user wants to have a customized experience for adding items to the cart. The user also wants the mini cart module to
reflect changes to the state of the cart afterwords. 

How should this requirement be fulfilled? 

A. Leverage the Addto Cart Global API which add items to the cart and also refreshes the page with the new data. 

B. Trigger the global ,,cartChange" event and then trigger ,,changeMiniCart" event after the Add to Cart Action on the
custom button. 

C. Write a custom Remote Action to refresh the Mini Cart and refresh the Cart Line item count on the Cart Link in the
header. 

D. Trigger the global ,,cartChange" event after the Add to Cart Action on the custom button. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What isthe difference between Gross Layout Overrides and Subscriber Templates? 

A. Gross Layout Overrides allow modification to CSS of a page, while Subscriber Templates allows for modification of
the entire page including header and footer. 

B. Subscriber Templates allows for modification of the header, the footer and the content in between them. Gross
Layout Overrides only allow for modification of the header and footer. 

C. Subscriber Templates allow for modification of the header and the footer, while Gross Layout Overrides allow for
modification everything inside the header and footer. 

D. Gross Layout Overrides allow for the modification of the footer, while Subscriber Templates allow for modification of
everything inside the header and footer. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

How do the REST APIs in Salesforce B2B Commerce support pass-through parameter handling 

A. An exception is generated for unknown API keys 

B. Parameters are passed through the service handlers 

C. Parameters are filtered out before the request is processed 

D. Parameters are separated, but unused 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three pages should be enabled for the Guest user profile for a storefront to have anonymous checkout? (3
answers) 

A. CCPaymentInfo 

B. CheckoutNew 

C. OrderView 

D. Checkout 

E. OrderConfirmation 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 5

In which three ways should useful debugging information in Salesforce B2B Commerce implementation be garnered? (3
answers) A) Enabling the logging token via 

A. Admin andsubsequently inspecting the logs via the browser console. 

B. Logging a case with Salesforce support to enable advanced debugging options. 

C. Enabling debugging options for the current user and visually inspecting the Salesforce debug logs. 

D. Placing a System.debug() statement anywhere in the class being debugged. 

E. Logging into the community as a system administrator to identify any potential permissions or Visualforce
exceptions. 

Correct Answer: ACD 
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